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The Classification of Distance-transitive Graphs of type q .Kq,q 
ROBERT A. LIEBLER 
A distance-regular graph that is q-fold antipodal cover of a complete bipartite graph arises 
from a projective plane. If the graph is distance-transitive, then the plane is either 
Desarguesian or a 'twisted field' plane. This settles a 1973 conjecture of Gardiner. 
1. INTRODUCI10N 
Gardiner pointed out [3] that a q-fold antipodal cover of the complete bipartite 
graph Kq,q is constructible from any incident point-line pair in a projective plane of 
order q and, conversely, that a projective plane of this order is constructible from any 
such graph. Gardiner further conjectured that only Desarguesian planes give rise to 
distance transitive graphs. Recently, Chuvaeva and Pasechnik [1] observed that certain 
planes co-ordinatized by the twisted fields of Albert also correspond to such graphs. 
The purpose of this note is to prove that there are no others. 
MAIN THEOREM. Suppose that r is a distance-transitive graph that is a q-fold cover of 
the complete bipartite graph Kq,q and II is the associated projective plane. Then II is 
either Desarguesian or II is co-ordinatized by a twisted field of Albert. 
The proof of this theorem uses the classification of doubly transitive groups having a 
regular normal subgroup that is attributed to Hering [4] by Liebeck [6]. This version of 
Hering's theorem depends upon the classification of finite simple groups. Similar 
methods appear in [11]. 
2. BACKGROUND RESULTS 
A linear group G ~ GL(V, K) is called transitive if it acts transitively on the 
non-trivial elements of V. The semi direct product VG of the vector space V and a 
transitive linear group is called a 2-transitive affine group. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Hering [6, p. 512]). Let H = VG be a 2-transitive affine permutation 
group of degree pd, for some prime p, where G is a transitive linear group on V. Then G 
belongs to one of the following classes: 
(A) Infinite classes: (1) G ~ rL(I, q) and q = pd; (2) G r> SL(a, q) and qa = pd; (3) 
G r> Sp(2a, q) and q2a = pd; (4) G r> G2(q), q6 = pd and p = 2. 
(B) Extraspecial classes G ~ NGL(d,p)(R), where R is the indicated extraspecial 2-group 
acting irreducibly on V: (1) R = Qs and pd = 52, 72, 112, 232; (2) R = QsoDs, pd = 34 
and G/R~S5' 
(C) Exceptional classes: (1) G r> SL(2, 5) (~SL(2, pdl2) and pd = 92, 112, 192, 292, 592; 
(2) G = A6 or A7 and pd = 24; (3) G = SL(2, 13) and pd = 36 . 
The case (AI) is of particular import here since it is the only possibility that actually 
supports a distance transitive graph of type q.Kq,q' 
LEMMA 2.2. The group rL(l, q) has presentation: 
rL(I, q) = (w, a I wq- 1 = a" = 1, a-1wa= wP), 
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where q = pn and p is prime. Any nonlinear irreducible complex character X of this 
group has the property that 
{i xpi x(wXaY ) = ~=1 "I ify = 0, 
ify *0, 
for a complex (q - 1)-th root of unity "I. 
PROOF. In case y = 0, the formula gives the restriction of X to the normal subgroup 
GL(I, q) and it follows from Clifford's theorem. Observe that the restriction of 
rL(I , q) characters gives rise to a partition of the GL(I, q) characters. Frobenius 
reciprocity implies that X is an induced character and the result follows. 0 
For each integer n and field K, let Q (= Q(n, K)) denote the class of pairs (II, K) 
where II is a (isomorphism class of) projective planes in Lenz class (at least) V with 
distinguished flag (00, 100) such that K is a subfield of the kernel of the translation planes 
II~ and iI~ and each has dimension n over K. (See Dembowski [2; pp. 3 and 127] for 
this notation and the terms kernel and dimension.) 
Suppose that G is a group of automorphisms of (II, K) in Q that fixes the 
non-collinear points 00, 0, (0,0). Then the remaining points of the three lines 
X = (0, 0)0, Y = (0, 0)00 and 100 = Qoo may be identified with the non-trivial elements of 
a K vector space V in such a way that the action of the G on the three lines gives rise to 
three G-module structures for V called ~, 6JJ and ~ respectively (cf. [8, Section 3]). 
The main theorem is proven by eliminating all the groups listed in (2.1) except (AI) 
to which we apply: 
THEOREM 2.3 [8; 3.1, 3.3, 3.6] . In the notation of the preceding paragraph, ~ ® ~ has 
6JJ as a homomorphic image. Suppose that G is a p' -group and acts on Yas a subgroup 
of rL(I , q) and 6JJ has multiplicity at most 2 in ~®~. Then II is either a generalized 
twisted field plane or is Desarguesian. 
3. THE PROOF 
Suppose that r is a q-fold antipodal cover of the complete bipartite graph Kq,q' 
Gardiner [3] showed that r is obtained from the incidence graph of a projective plane 
II by removing all lines on 00, and all points on 100 for some flag (00, 100) of II. Assume 
further that Aut(r) acts distance-transitively on r. Then Gardiner also observes that 
III~ is isomorphic to iIl~ and that there is a subgroup Aut(r)' of index 2 in Aut(r) that 
acts as a rank 3 permutation group on the points of each of these affine planes. By a 
theorem of Liebler [7] , each of these planes is a translation plane and Aut(r) , contains 
the full group translations for each of these planes, 
It follows that II is in Lenz class V and there is an integer n and field K such that II 
and (00, 100) represents an element of Q(n, K). Moreover, the stabilizer Gin Aut(r) of a 
triangle 00, 0, (0,0) with , say, 0 on I"" acts on the remaining points of the three lines 
X = (0, 0)0, Y = (0, 0)00 and 100 = 000 as a transitive linear group to which Hering's 
theorem applies. Choose K maximal so that each of the resulting G-modules ~, 6JJ and 
~ are K linear. 
Let N(I5U) be the kernel of G on U=~, 6JJ, ~ and set N= (N(~), N(6JJ), N(~) . 
Then each of N(~), N(~) is in the kernel of a translation plane and hence is a cyclic 
group that is a normal subgroup of the action of G on the other module. Moreover, 
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elements of Aut(r) not in Aut(ry that normalize G interchange X with Z and N(2C) 
with NUll). Therefore: 
LEMMA 3.1. G / N( 2C) and G / N(~) are in the same class of (2.1). 
LEMMA 3.2. The linear group G/N(2C) falls in case (A) or (e2) of Hering's Theorem. 
PROOF. In the remaining cases the transitive linear group G / N(2C) has a center of 
order 2 and possesses no other abelian normal subgroups. In case G acts faithfully on 
X , the center of G acts trivially on the module 2C ® ~ and so (2.3) implies that 
G/N(6JJ) does not have a center of order 2. No such linear group appears in (2.1). 
Therefore N( 2C) (and also N(~) by the last paragraph before the lemma) is 
non-trivial. It follows that N is elementary abelian of order 4 and N(fl:), N(6JJ), N(~) 
all have order 2. Furthermore, the three modules fl:, 6JJ, ~ all fall in the same class of 
(2.2) . It follows that the derived group G ' contains all of N. In cases (C1) and (C3) this 
contradicts the known structure of the Schur multiplier of PSL(2, 5), PSL(2, 13) [10]. 
It follows that G is type (B) and the squaring map cp from 0:= 02(G) maps onto N. 
Let x be a non-trivial element of N and notice that any two elements in cp-l(X) 
generate a quaternion group all of the elements of which not in (x) are in cp-l(X). 
Therefore 
(cp-l(X» = cp-l(X) U (x) ~ O. 
Set n(OU) = Icp-l(X)I, where N(OU) = (X). Then n(OU) has the form 2k - 2 for some k. 
On the other hand, 0 has exponent 4 and any element of order 4 in O/N(OU) has its 
square in N - N(OU), so there are three equations of the form: 
. { 6 in case (B1), n(~) + n(6JJ) = the number of elements of order 4 In O/N(~) = . 
20 In case (B2). 
It follows that n(2C) = n(6JJ) = n(~) = 3 or 10 in cases (B1) or (B2) respectively. But 
these numbers are not of the required form 2k - 2. This contradiction proves the 
lemma. 0 
LEMMA 3.3. The linear group G/N(fl:) falls in case (AI) of Hering's Theorem. 
Moreover, we may assume without loss of generality that the order of G is not divisible 
by p. 
PROOF. In the remaining cases G has a normal quasi-simple group. In cases (A2), 
(A3) n =1= 2, the condition of (2.3) is violated [6, pp. 486 and 493] because x ®,8 has no 
constituents of dimension n. In case (C2) A6 and (A2) n = 2 = p, there is such a 
constituent, but it appears in A 2 and therefore cannot represent a non-singular tensor 
[8, 2.1]. The module associated with case (A3) is not dispersive in the sense of [9], and 
so does not support a translation plane. 
Since the derived group of G is of order relatively prime to p, the group G n ()P(r) 
is a p'_group. This group acts transitively on any p'-orbit of G, so nothing is lost by 
replacing G with it. 0 
The remainder of the main theorem's proof is devoted to a description of the modules 
involved in case (AI) of Hering's theorem and follows closely Section 3 of [8]. 
Since no element of G acts trivially on both f!.e and ~, we may regard G as a 
subgroup of r = rL(l, F) x rL(l , F) , where F is a field of dimension n over K. By the 
last part of (3 .3), G may be taken to be a p I-group. By (2.3), (Brauer) character theory 
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applies and all that needs to be shown is that the irreducible KG-module ~ has 
multiplicity at most two in ~ ® ':!t. 
Let X'" denote the (Brauer) character afforded by the KG-module OU and let ( , ) 
denote the inner product on G characters. By Lemma (2.2), 
1 
= [G: GoJ (XxX!f;, X~ )Go' 
where Go = G n (GL(l, F) x GL(l, F» . Observe that N ~ Go and so [G: GoJ divides 
the greatest common divisor d of nand pn - 1. 
Now, each of the characters appearing in the last paragraph has a unique extension 
to GL = GL(l, F) x GL(l, F) and there is a subgroup R of GL that contains Go of 
index less than or equal to n and acts transitively on X. By the argument in [8, 3.6J, 
(XxX~, X~) R ~ 2n. 
Moreover, X~ is irreducible both as an KR and as a KGo character, and the character 
afforded by XxX~ is a sum of irreducible characters of KR all of the form 
X( wx, WZ) = Ir(+piz. 
If (XxX!f;, X~)Go* (XxX!f; , X~)R then two distinct R characters restrict to the same Go 
character. That is, 
It follows that pi-i' - 1 is divisible by (pn - l)ld, which is outrageous. 
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